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Parameter Study and Design of Wide-Band Widescan
Dual-Polarized Tapered Slot Antenna Arrays
Tan-Huat Chio and Daniel H. Schaubert, Fellow, IEEE

Abstract—A parameter study of dual-polarized tapered slot
antenna (TSA) arrays shows the key features that affect the
wide-band and widescan performance of these arrays. The overall
performance can be optimized by judiciously choosing a combination of parameters. In particular, it is found that smaller circular
slot cavities terminating the bilateral slotline improve the performance near the low end of the operating band, especially when
scanning in the -plane. The opening rate of the tapered slotline
mainly determines the mid-band performance and it is possible
to choose an opening rate to obtain balanced overall performance
in the mid-band. Longer tapered slotline is shown to increase the
bandwidth, especially in the lower end of the operating band.
Finally, it is shown that the -plane anomalies are affected by
the array element spacing. A design example demonstrates that
the results from the parameter study can be used to design a
dual-polarized TSA array with about 4.5 : 1 bandwidth for a scan
volume of not less than = 45 from broadside in all planes.
Index Terms—Antenna arrays, broad-band antennas, slot antennas.

I. INTRODUCTION

T

HE stripline-fed tapered slot antenna (TSA) array was
introduced by Lewis et al. [1] in 1974. Its potential for
wide-band and widescan arrays makes it a prime candidate for
high-performance phased-array systems. However, achieving
a successful design is usually costly and time consuming
since the relationships between antenna parameters and array
performance are not well understood. This is especially true
in designing phased arrays since mutual coupling between the
antenna elements is significant in determining the ultimate
performance. This paper attempts to aid array designers
and system engineers to design TSA arrays by providing
information about achievable performance and relationships
between specific array parameters and performance. These
results should improve confidence in proposed array designs
and reduce the numerical and empirical iterations needed to
optimize arrays for particular applications.
Some recent papers presented studies [2], [3] on single-polarized TSA arrays and identified some of the relationships between design parameters and array performance. These papers
use a full-wave method of moments (MoM) analysis that has
been extensively verified by comparison to experiments and
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to other numerical analyses. Recently, Wunsch [4] presented a
full-wave Green’s function-MoM analysis program that is capable of analyzing dual-polarized infinite TSA arrays. A typical
array is shown in Fig. 1.
Dual-polarized arrays have the advantage of polarization diversity. This is especially important in radar and remote sensing
applications, which often require the system to transmit and receive multiple and/or arbitrary polarizations. As such, dual-polarized TSA arrays are more versatile than single-polarized TSA
arrays but analyzing them is more involved and difficult. A design that has good performance in both polarizations for all scan
angles of interest may also be more difficult to achieve.
Designing a wide-band scanning array is also difficult.
Typically, the element spacing should be less than one-half
free-space wavelength of the highest frequency to avoid grating
lobes. In the case of a 5 : 1 bandwidth array, the array element
spacing may be less than one-tenth of the free-space wavelength at the lowest frequency. Mutual coupling between the
radiating elements may be quite large and this coupling may
cause scan-blindnesses and/or anomalies within the desired
bandwidth and scan volume. Furthermore, the physics that
governs the TSA array is not well known and reliable, simple
models are not available. Therefore, in the absence of computer
generated design data, a large number of prototype arrays must
be constructed since the dual-polarized nature of the array is
not amenable to waveguide simulator studies.
A suitable alternative to the time consuming and expensive
task of constructing prototype arrays is to make use of full-wave
numerical methods to study these arrays extensively. Other than
the Green’s function-MoM method mentioned previously, the
finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) method [5] and the finite-element method (FEM) [6]–[8] may also be used to analyze dual-polarized TSA arrays. Finite domain methods are inherently CPU intensive and require a lot of memory especially
if there are thin stratified layers within the unit cell. FEM that
use tetrahedra are more amenable to subtle structural changes.
FDTD may be more restrictive since rectangular bricks are commonly used, but the FDTD method is very efficient for analyzing
wide-band structures since wide-band frequency domain data
are easily computed via the fast Fourier transform (FFT) of the
time domain results [5]. The Green’s function-MoM analysis,
although computationally intensive, is suitable for analyzing
structures with thin stratified layers since they are taken into
account in the Green’s functions. In this paper, a Green’s function-MoM analysis program that can provide reasonably accurate and reliable results in an acceptable amount of time is used.
In order to further reduce the amount of time taken to perform the parameter study of a dual-polarized TSA array, the
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Fig. 1. A dual-polarized TSA array. Elements are separated by metallic posts and the array is backed by metallic ground plane at z

MoM code in [4] has been extended to include frequency interpolation of the impedance matrix [9]. The frequency interpolation method is chosen because interpolation of the impedance
matrix in the MoM formulation reliably captures narrowband
anomalies like scan-blindnesses. Using the “extended” code, a
preliminary study [10] has determined the effects of varying a
single parameter of the dual-polarized TSA array at broadside,
-, - and diagonal- ( -) plane scans in the desired frequency
band. In this paper, the study is expanded significantly and culminates in a design example.
With a parameter study like the one presented here, a designer
can choose from various cause-and-effect relationships to obtain the desired change in an array’s performance. It has been
found that the main limitations of the dual-polarized arrays are
deteriorating performance in the -plane as the array is being
scanned away from the broadside direction and -plane anomalies.
The next section describes the antenna structure and the parameters that are studied in detail. Section III presents and discusses the results. A design example with about 4.5 : 1 bandwidth and a scan volume of not less than 45 in all planes is
given toward the end of the section.
II. ANTENNA DESIGN PARAMETERS
ANALYSIS

AND

METHOD

OF

The basic TSA structure used in this study was proposed in
[1] although some of its features have been slightly modified to
improve performance in [2], [3]. The stripline feed is coupled
to bilateral slotline in the ground planes. The bilateral slotline
is terminated at one end with a circular slot cavity and at the
other end it opens into an exponentially tapered slotline with an

= 0d.

opening rate of , which is defined below. The stripline feed is
terminated in a radial line stub. The circular slot cavity and the
radial line stub are chosen to terminate the bilateral slotline and
stripline feed, respectively, because in [2] and [3] they work well
for the single-polarized TSA array and are found to work well
for the dual-polarized TSA arrays, too. Therefore, the parameters in [2] and [3] are taken to be the basis for the study here.
Fig. 1 depicts a dual-polarized array while Fig. 2 shows the details of one face of the TSA element. In this study, the scan input
in a
impedance of an “active” TSA element
large (infinite) array environment, obtained from the MoM solution based on the formulation in [4], is shown.
Some of the parameters, like the shape of the slot cavity, the
shape of the stripline-feed termination, substrate thickness, and
the stripline-slotline transition have been studied in moderate
detail in [2]. Furthermore, the stripline stub was found to contribute a series reactance to the overall scan input impedance.
This reactance is independent of the other antenna parameters
so the radial line stub can be accounted for by using a simple
equivalent circuit and need not be included in the MoM analysis.
These findings are also valid for the current dual-polarized TSA
array structure and are not repeated in this paper. The present
study will also take advantage of the results for single-polarized
arrays as a starting point to create a baseline configuration antenna here.
The baseline antenna structure is shown in Fig. 2 and has
cm
“fixed” parameters as follows: the substrate is
, the slotline is 0.1 cm wide and 0.5 cm long
thick with
terminated with circular cavity at one end, the stripline is 0.1
, the
cm wide, and has a characteristic impedance
stripline terminates in a radial line stub 0.8 cm long and a flare
, the backwall offset from slotline cavity is 0.5 cm
angle of
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Fig. 2. Typical element configuration. Effects of parameters
are studied in this paper.

w
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L , D , R and

and the tapered slotline width at the radiating aperture plane is
cm. The array element spacing is
cm in
both the - and -directions. The parameters to be investigated
;
in this paper are: 1) diameter of the circular slotline cavity
2) exponential opening rate ; 3) length of the tapered slotline
.
of the antenna element ; and 4) element width,
and
The exponential curve in Fig. 2 is defined by
(dimensions in centimeters) according to
(1)
where

Fig. 3. Effects of slotline cavity diameter at broadside scan on (a) scan input
impedance and (b) VSWR.

computations is the stripline-slotline transition and the voltage
standing wave ratio (VSWR) is computed with respect to the
of the stripline feed.
characteristic impedance

(2)
A. Diameter of the Circular Slotline Cavity
(3)
Lossy materials are not used in this study, so the radiation efficiency is high.
III. RESULTS, DISCUSSION, AND DESIGN EXAMPLE
With all but one of the above parameters fixed
is computed at frequencies from 0.8–7.2 GHz at 0.4 GHz intervals
and scan angles in the -, -, and -planes from broadside
. Frequency interpolation fills in values of
beto
tween the 0.4-GHz steps. Small discontinuities sometimes appear in the plots at the boundaries of the interpolation intervals,
e.g., see 1.4 and 1.8 GHz in Fig. 4(b). These could be smoothed,
but are left as computed to indicate regions where the interpolation may be less accurate. The reference plane for impedance

The effects of the circular slotline cavity are studied with the
cm ,
cm and
other parameters fixed at
cm. The diameter
of the slotline is varied from 0.8
to 1.2 cm and the results are plotted in Figs. 3–6, which show the
performance at broadside, -, -, and -plane scans, respectively. Part (a) of each figure shows the scan input impedance
while part (b) shows the VSWR with respect the characteristic
. At broadside (Fig. 3), the low operating
impedance
is mainly limited by a rapid decrease in the
frequency end
,
improves at the expense
input resistance. By increasing
of two in-band humps in the VSWR plots around 1.5 GHz and
4 GHz. These are due to the large swings in the resistance and
near 1.5 GHz and larger values of negreactance for larger
ative reactance near 4 GHz. Anomalies sometimes appear near
5.5 GHz in the broadside and -plane scans (Figs. 3, 5, and 7,
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Fig. 4. Effects of slotline cavity diameter at H -plane scan 
scan input impedance and (b) VSWR.
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= 45

on (a)

for example). These anomalies are very narrow-band resonances
that require small frequency intervals to capture. The frequency
intervals used in this study are not sufficiently small to locate
these resonances in all cases. These narrow-band anomalies are
studied in [11].
,
Figs. 4 and 5 show results for - and -plane,
respectively. As the array is scanned off broadside, the trend
observed at broadside remains essentially the same. However,
-plane VSWR generally improves while the -plane VSWR
deteriorates as the array is scanned away from broadside. Furthermore, -plane anomalies, attributed to cavity modes [4],
[11], appear at around 4.9 GHz and 5.5 GHz. The -plane
anomalies are the main limitations of the array at the upper end
and will be discussed in more detail in
of the frequency band
Section III-D. Although not shown here, the anomaly generally
exhibits narrower bandwidth at small scan angles than at large
scan angles.
Fig. 6 shows the -plane scan input impedance and VSWR
beam angle. The scan input impedance is someat
what like a simple average between that of the - and -plane
impedances. The -plane exhibits anomalies at exactly the fre-

Fig. 5. Effects of slotline cavity diameter at E -plane scan  = 45 on (a) scan
input impedance and (b) VSWR.

quencies where the -plane anomalies occur but the severity is
somewhat less. The scan input impedance has been calculated
at other scan planes between the - and -planes and at each
value of , the impedance in various planes is approximately a
weighted average of the - and -plane impedances. In other
words, since the -plane has the worst performance and the
-plane is the best, the performance in the other scan planes
is bounded by the performance in the - and -planes. This
observation is true for all cases presented in this paper. As increases, the impedance plots change gradually from the curves
.
at broadside to those at
B. Opening Rate
The opening rate , of the tapered slotline is found to affect
mainly the mid-band performance of the TSA array. In this section, is varied from 0.15 cm to 0.6 cm while
cm,
cm, and
cm. The scan input impedances for broadside beam angle are shown in Fig. 7. Varying
does not affect
and
at broadside very much. However, a larger causes both the input resistance and reactance
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Fig. 6. Effects of slotline cavity diameter at D -plane scan 
input impedance and (b) VSWR.

= 45

on (a) scan

to change more sharply between 1.2–3.0 GHz, which results in
a large in-band hump in the VSWR plot with the maximum at
around 1.5 GHz. These impedance swings are less severe above
3.0 GHz so the performance is slightly better from 3.0 to 4.5
GHz. On the other hand, a smaller value of gives larger values
of negative reactances in the 3.0–4.5 GHz band, which results in
larger VSWR. Therefore, reducing yields better performance
between 1.2–3.0 GHz at the expense of the 3.0–4.5 GHz band.
in the - and -planes
The impedances for scans at
are shown in Figs. 8 and 9, respectively. As in the other cases,
when the antenna is scanned off broadside, the performance
improves in the -plane while it degrades in the -plane. In
Fig. 8, the trend in the -plane is similar to that observed at
broadside, although -plane anomalies are seen at around 5.0
GHz and 5.5 GHz, respectively. In the -plane, scan resistances
and reactances are somewhat dependent on , but the net ef, scan
fect on VSWR is relatively small. As for variations of
impedances in the intercardinal scan planes are approximately
weighted averages of the - and -plane values so these results
are not shown here.
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Fig. 7. Effects of opening rate R at broadside scan on (a) scan input impedance
and (b) VSWR.

C. Length of Tapered Slotline
In this section, the effects of the tapered slotline length are
cm ,
studied while the other parameters are fixed at
cm, and
cm. It is found that lengthening the
performance significantly. Fig.
tapered slotline improves the
10(a) shows the input impedances of the various slotline lengths
for broadside beam angle. For longer tapered slotlines, the fluctuations of both the resistance and reactance at the low end of
the operating band are reduced significantly, which reduces the
in-band hump in VSWR near 1.5 GHz (Fig. 10(b)). Furthermore, longer tapered slotlines create larger values of scan input
perresistance at low frequencies, which also improves the
formance. This trend is also observed for -, -, and -plane
scans.
Longer tapered slotlines provide better performance, but beyond a certain length the trouble in fabricating such a long antenna may not justify the improvement. Long antennas are more
difficult to fabricate because good electrical contact between adjacent elements is essential, which requires that solder or other
conducting medium be applied to all corners of the deep and
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Fig. 8. Effects of opening rate R at H-plane scan 
impedance and (b) VSWR.
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= 45

on (a) scan input

narrow unit cell boxes in Fig. 1. It has been shown in [12] that
several severe resonances will occur in single-polarized TSA
arrays if the electrical contacts are not present. This effect is observed also in the dual-polarized arrays.
D. Element Width
In [4], Wunsch showed that some of the -plane anomalies
of dual-polarized arrays like that of Fig. 1 can be predicted by
considering a dielectric-filled rectangular cavity having dimensions of a single array element and enclosed by metal walls on
all sides except the aperture. The dielectric thickness is small
so that no variations of the cavity field are allowed in that direction. If the aperture wall were enclosed by a magnetic conductor,
(4) gives the resonant frequencies of such a cavity. The domimode of (4) predicts the observed -plane
nant
anomaly within about 10%

(4)

Fig. 9. Effects of opening rate R at E-plane scan  = 45 on (a) scan input
impedance and (b) VSWR.

To further this investigation, the element width is varied
from 1.7–2.15 cm in increments of 0.15 cm. The other parame, and
are fixed at 0.3 cm , 1.0 cm, and 4.5 cm,
ters ,
respectively. The tapered slot width is fixed at 1.7 cm. As the
element width are reduced, the frequencies at which anomalies
occur increase. The -plane VSWR plots are displayed in Fig.
11 because it is easier to distinguish the frequency shift since
the anomalies are not as severe as in the -plane.
The discrepancies between the observed resonant frequency
and that calculated using (4) varies between 6% and 12% in line
with the observations in [4]. As noted by Wunsch, the greatest
discrepancies occur for small values of , where the TSA slot
removes a larger fraction of metal that comprises the “cavity”
wall, thus having a greater impact on its resonant frequencies.
By considering the two lowest order modes in (4), the -plane
anomalies can be predicted quite accurately. A study on these
cavity resonances and the use of vias to control or eliminate
them is reported in [11].
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Fig. 12. Performance of design example for broadside E - and H -plane beam
locations.

E. A Design Example

Fig. 10. Effects of tapered slotline length at broadside scan on (a) scan input
impedance and (b) VSWR.

The use of data presented above to achieve a good design is
illustrated through an example. The objective is to design an
for a scanning volume of not less
array that has VSWR
than 45 from broadside in all planes while maintaining a large
operating bandwidth. As a starting point, the opening rate is secm so that a relatively uniform in-band
lected to be
cm limits
to
performance can be achieved. Choosing
around 4.9 GHz because of an -plane anomaly. Recall that dereduces the first in-band hump at around 1.5 GHz
creasing
and the mid-band hump at around 4 GHz, but at the expense of
increasing especially for -plane scans. From Section III-C,
increasing the length of the tapered slotline lowers , but the
criteria at
VSWR hump at 1.5 GHz exceeds the VSWR
the edge of the scan volume in the -plane. Furthermore, the
mid-band humps between 3 and 5 GHz occur at different freand long
and, therefore, compensate
quencies for small
and
may be
for each other. Thus, judicious choices of
able to achieve an optimized result.
After a limited amount of numerical “cut and try,” optimum
cm and
cm were chosen. The revalues
sults are plotted in Fig. 12, which shows the VSWR performance
in the - and
for broadside beam angle as well as
-planes. This choice of parameters combines in a way that the
adverse effects of one parameter are compensated by another.
The design has a bandwidth of about 4.5 : 1 and a scan volume
.
not less than 45 from broadside in all planes with VSWR
The antenna is lossless, i.e., no absorbers are used to dampen
array or element resonances, so it is very efficient.
IV. SUMMARY

Fig. 11. D -plane scan 
anomaly.

= 45

; effects of element width w on the onset of

Using a full-wave MoM analysis program with frequency
interpolation of the MoM impedance matrix, a fairly comprehensive parameter study of dual-polarized TSA arrays was performed. It has been found that the key parameters that affect
the bandwidth and scan performance of such arrays are the size
of the slotline cavity, the length of the tapered slotline and the
opening rate of the exponential taper. When the array is scanned
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from broadside, the -plane performance improves while the
-plane performance degrades. Furthermore, there are anomalies in the -plane that are related to the element width and are
probably caused by exciting cavity modes in the elements. Since
the performance in the other scan planes is somewhat like a
weighted average of the performance in the cardinal scan planes,
the limitation of such an array is the -plane scan. A study to
control or eliminate the -plane anomalies is underway.
Using data obtained from the parameter study, a design exas a criteria, is shown to have about
ample using VSWR
4.5 : 1 bandwidth and scan volume of not less than 45 in all scan
planes. The design example illustrates that one can choose a particular parameter with good performance in a subband to mitigate another that degrades performance in that subband. This
means that an antenna designer can use the parameter study as a
guide to systematically design a wide-band widescan dual-polarized TSA array.
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